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Experts revamping the strategy for Russia's development to 2020 are proposing that drivers
fork over up to 50,000 rubles ($1,725) more per year to help maintain road infrastructure —
whose degradation cannot be prevented without public assistance.

The conclusion is that there should be fewer drivers, and they should be paying more. Experts
advise that after 2020 the government should end toll collection and transportation taxes,
and replace them with a unified levy.

The main problem is a chronic lack of investment, and the diagnosis: The mobility of the
population is at the level of the horse-and-buggy age, and the deficit of transport services will
continue to grow.

According to the report, if the situation doesn't change, road investment by 2020 will not
exceed the current 2.2 percent to 2.5 percent of gross domestic product, of which 0.8 percent
to 0.9 percent comes from the federal budget. In this case, the sector will at best develop based
only on its own inertia, with the only developing parts being those that collect fees.
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Inertial development, with elements of modernization, is optimal for rail, air, sea and river
transportation, experts have determined. But the road infrastructure needs "intense
modernization," which means that investment has to grow to between 4 percent and 4.5
percent of GDP by 2020, with drivers shouldering most of the burden.

Now drivers pay for road infrastructure via transportation and fuel excise taxes. The current
burden on the population as a whole is not clear, but the increase has been calculated to equal
20,000 rubles for the average citizen, and as much as 45,000 to 50,000 rubles for residents
of major cities.

The primary source of funds will be from an increase in fuel excise tax — by 2015 it should
grow 7 to 8 rubles per liter, said Mikhail Blinkin, head of the expert group and scientific
director of the research institute for transportation and road infrastructure. Currently, the tax
code foresees a one ruble increase in 2012 and the same the following year. In order
to compensate for increasing fuel prices, experts propose stricter anti-monopoly regulation
and that oil companies increase the effectiveness of their refining operations.

"They won't increase the transportation tax. It would be too unpopular a measure," Blinkin
said. The experts propose additional payments. Car owners, especially those in major cities,
should pay for parking. Beginning in 2012, the parking situation in the country will change
radically thanks to amendments to road safety laws that will allow cities and municipalities
to decide if drivers should pay for parking.

"Maybe somebody will decide to use the metro," Blinkin said.

Beyond 2020, the proposal is to introduce a single unified tax based on kilometers traveled. It
will be calculated based on GPS tracking data, and depend on the type of road, characteristics
of the vehicle and its owner. Then it will be possible to eliminate toll collection for roads.

But besides car lovers — who can choose not to use their vehicles — there are taxi drivers
and truck drivers, who cannot just start using public transportation, said Vyacheslav Lisakov,
head of the Free Choice drivers' movement. For them, an increase in financial burden can
affect their very survival.
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